Study of Current Profile in the Khuran Channel using ADCP Measurements
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Abstract
Thirteen repetitions of a cross-channel transect in the Khuran Channel within the Strait of Hormuz allowed the description of the mean flow and semi-diurnal tidal properties of a north-south transect. Water velocity profiles were obtained with a 614.4 kHz TRDI Work Horse Broadband ADCP along this 3.3 km long transect on 10 October 2014, the third day of secondary spring tide. The M2, M4 and M6 frequencies were separated from the observed current using sinusoidal least squares regression analysis. The semi-diurnal tidal currents along this transect exhibited typical amplitudes of 160-170 cm/s, decreasing toward coastal waters. The mean flow which confirmed the occurrence of asymmetry between ebb and flood phase of tidal current in Khuran Channel were ebb dominant in the deeper part of the channel and southern slopes and flood dominant over the shallower areas, with greatest magnitudes (10 cm/s) near the surface mainly in the deeper parts of the northern side of the channel. The tidal current amplitudes decreased and for the most with depth and followed the bathymetry particularly in the middle of channel, which reveals the dominants of frictional forces. The large override amplitude is as a result of nonlinearities that were produced by increased frictional effects that lead to the asymmetry between ebb and flood phase of tidal current in this channel.
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1. Introduction

Moving vessel ADCP surveys have long been employed to measure velocity profiles in many applications (e.g., (Geyer and Signell 1990, Münchow, Garvine et al. 1992, Valle-Levinson and LWiza 1997, Old and Vennell 2001, Cáceres, Valle-Levinson et al. 2003, Carpman and Leijon 2014, Chen, Wang et al. 2016, Buschman 2017)). Studies of (Münchow, Garvine et al. 1992) and (Geyer and Signell 1990) compared the performance of moving vessel ADCPs with data collected by moored current meters and found a fair agreement between both, although they observed random noise in the velocity measurements of between 0.03 and 0.07 m/s, which Munchow et al. (1992) found to be correlated with the sea state and removed the noise through spatial and temporal averaging. Also the study of (Cáceres, Valle-
Levinson et al. 2003) employed moving vessel ADCP survey to observe the transverse dynamics of flow in a highly energetic tidal channel (Chacao channel) and found that the mean flow is flood dominated at all depths in shallow areas and ebb dominated in deeper areas of the same cross section. In fact, a moving vessel ADCP records vertical profiles of velocity vectors from the surface along a series of vertical bins. The ADCP is mounted on one side of a moving vessel with its transducers placed just below the surface and facing downward. Discrete velocity data are measured in a series of vertical “bins.” The first valid bin is away from the transducer by a distance determined by the userdefined vertical bin size, the speed of sound, and the “blanking distance”. The data near the bottom within a thin layer of the water column are invalid due to the “sidelobe” interference and need to be discarded.

Overtide is a secondary tide of higher frequency than the principal tide (e.g. M4, M6, …). Overtides have periods that are an exact multiple of the fundamental constituents, e.g. M4, a multiple of M2, have a period of 6.21 hrs and also M6, a triple of M2, have a period of 4.14 hrs (see table 1). The generation of overides is one of the dominant nonlinear physical processes in many coastal areas and tidal channels. It results from interactions between tidal flow and topography (Parker, 1991).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tide</th>
<th>Frequency (rad sec⁻¹)</th>
<th>Period (h)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M₂</td>
<td>0.00014051892</td>
<td>12.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M₄</td>
<td>0.00028103783</td>
<td>6.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M₆</td>
<td>0.00042155675</td>
<td>4.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In fact, overides are harmonic motions with higher frequencies than the semidiurnal, may be generated by advection accelerations and bottom friction. They may produce flood/ebb asymmetries, which play a key role in the long-term distribution of sediments. The tidal-mean flow in a channel like Khuran channel may also be induced by nonlinear interactions of tidal flow with topography. The source terms for M₄ usually arise from the nonlinear bottom friction. Overtides tides are detectable in the sea surface elevation and in the velocity fields (Aubrey and Speer 1985, Parker 1991).

In this study, we apply the method of Old and Vennell (Old and Vennell 2001) to the Khuran Channel (KCh) to obtain both mean flow and tidal velocity across the main channel within a 3.3 km long transect. We will use a sinusoidal least squares regression analysis described in (cáceres, Valle-Levinson et al. 2003) to infer the M2, M4 and M6 characteristics of the semidiurnal tidal constituents of observed current.

2. Study Area and Objective of the Study

The Straits of Hormuz is a key waterway which connects the Persian Gulf to the north part of the Indian Ocean. The KCh in the Strait of Hormuz located at 26°45′N and 55°40′E with ~110 km length and minimum width of 3.2 km at the port of Pol. The KCh is a topographically complex channel which is open at both ends. Owning to its particular geometry; this narrow channel is considered to being an area with strong tidal currents. Bathymetric maps by National Cartographic Center of Iran (NCC) show the maximum depth in this shallow channel reaches to 42 m in a trench at its narrowest section (Figure 1). Results of moored current meters measurements by (Azizpour et al. 2016) in the Strait of Hormuz showed that tidal currents have the main contributions in the observed current throughout the water column.
Also it was concluded that the water column over most of the KCh is almost vertically homogenous. Hence, that tides in this shallow channel are likely almost barotropic. Current data from that moored current meter measurements is also applied in this study (Fig 1). This mooring was deployed within the narrowest section during a period of 34 days in 5 meter below the water surface in the summer 2005 (Zaker, Ghaffari et al. 2011).

Direct current measurements in the KCh are terribly essential and meanwhile difficult to carry out. The high volume of ship traffic combined with extensive fishing activities make this region very risky for moored observations. Combining higher measurement accuracy of ADCPs with the convenient positioning system, it is possible to measure the spatial variations in the flows on the small spatial scales. Thus, moving vessel ADCP surveys allow the system dynamics to be estimated directly from the data instead of concluding them from fixed point current observations assuming some theoretical form (Old and Vennell 2001). The moving vessel-ADCP surveys that presented in this study have provided the description of the spatial variability of mean and tidal flow on a cross-channel transect within the KCh.

Fig. 1: Map of study area. The across-channel transect in this study was located at the right side of the narrowest section of KCh. The mooring location is shown at the narrowest section.
3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Measurement Setup

Observations were made on October 10, 2014, using a ~3m-long vessel. The tide was at the third day of secondary spring tide. There was no major wind event during the observations. A 614.4 kHz TRDI Work Horse Broadband ADCP with bottom tracking was mounted looking downward on the starboard side of the vessel. The ADCP specification is provided in Table 2. The depth of the ADCP transducers was set to be ~0.83 m below the water surface. Considering that the blanking distances for this ADCP have to be 1m, hence the top of the first bin was ~1.83 m water depth. Furthermore, a Garmin GPSMAP 521s was used for the navigation and recording of the position. The ADCP was configured to sample 1-m vertical bins, and the data were averaged at 40-s intervals. A predefined transect with a total length of about 3.3 km was followed by the vessel repeatedly 15 times over a 13-hour period. The boat speed was maintained at about 5 knots (2.5 m/s) throughout the observations (see Fig. 2).

Table 2: Equipment Specification: Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Velocity Accuracy</td>
<td>Sentinel 600 KHz: ±2.5mm/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velocity Resolution</td>
<td>1 mm/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velocity Range</td>
<td>±5 m/s (default) and ±20 m/s (maximum)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical Resolution (Long Range Mode)</td>
<td>4 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>67 m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2: Schematic of strategy for MV-ADCP measurements in which the boat repeatedly traversed the channel. There are no data available during turns at the end of each run and in near-surface and near-bottom sections of the profile.
3.2. Data Analysis

The KCh is almost along the east-west axis, however, the Principle Component Analysis (PCA) revealed that the direction of greatest shear variability of the tidal currents and of weakest across-channel tidal flows was -5 degrees. Thus the data were rotated 5 degrees clockwise to east-west (x-direction, u-component) and north-south (y-direction, v-component) and ADCP ship’s error calibrate compass, as (Joyce 1989).

After rotation of the axes, the instantaneous data were adjusted into uniform grids of 1m depth and 100m length aligned with tracks and the analysis performed independently on the time series generated at each grid point. The M2, M4 and M6 frequencies were separated from the observed current using sinusoidal least squares regression analysis (Eq. 1):

\[ u = u_0 + \sum a_n \cos(\omega_n t - \Phi_n) \]

Where \( u \) is representative of the component of horizontal velocity, \( u_0 \) the mean value of \( u \) over a tidal cycle, and for the \( n \)th constituent \( a_n \) is the amplitude, \( \omega_n \) the angular frequency, \( \Phi_n \) phase angle, and \( t \) is time (Cáceres, Valle-Levinson et al. 2003). The root-mean-squared (rms) errors of the least-square fits were between \( \sim 0.15 \) m/s and \( 0.38 \) m/s for the current transect and the mean error was about 0.13 m/s.

The 13 hour-period of the observation just allows us to resolve the semidiurnal tides. As mentioned before, KCh is dominated by semidiurnal tides anyway, then we will choose \( M_2 \) as one of the tidal frequencies in the harmonic analysis. Because of the short length of measurements, we are unable to distinguish between the different semidiurnal tides (e.g., \( N_2 \) and \( M_2 \)). Therefore the semidiurnal tide selected (\( M_2 \)) will represent all semidiurnal tides (Li, Blanton et al. 2004). Furthermore, because of the limited number of measurements (13 repetitions), we are restricted by the Nyquist frequency and will not be able to resolve higher frequency tides and compound tides except for the \( M_4 \) and \( M_6 \) (Parker 1991). (Aubrey and Speer 1985, Parker 1991).

4. Results and Discussion

In this part, we will represent the across-channel distribution of the mean and tidal flows in the KCh for the period of moving vessel ADCP surveys.

4.1. Moving Vessel -ADCP Surveys

4.1.1 Mean flow

Spatial distribution of u-mean flow (over a semidiurnal tidal cycle) showed it is strongly influenced by bathymetric variations. Results showed that outflows (positive values) occurred in the deeper part of the channel and southern slope and inflows (negative values) took place over the shallower areas, which was more evident in the southern side of the channel (Fig 3). The greatest magnitudes (10 cm/s) of the u-mean flow were observed near the surface mainly in the deeper parts of the northern side of the channel. The observed mean flow might be attributed to nonlinearities in the dynamics of tidal flow as pointed out by the theoretical results of (Li and O’Donnell 1997).

They found that exchange flows were correlated with topography in such a way that mean inflows occurred over the shoals and out flows in the deeper parts of channel. The mean flow in the KCh also was resembled the mean flow in Chacao Channel, a highly energetic channel in Chile (Cáceres, Valle-Levinson et al. 2003) and also reminded the mean flow in North Inlet, a strongly frictional tidal channel in South Carolina, USA (Kjerfve and Proehl 1979) where the outflows occurs over the slopes and in the deeper part of the channel and in flows located over the shallower areas.
The vertical structure of the flow shows no strong shear (Fig. 4), and the weak vertical shear of the horizontal velocity is apparently caused by friction, not stratification, as also the study of (Zaker, Ghaffari et al. 2011) showed that the water column over most of the KCh is almost vertically homogenous. The mean flow in the KCh confirmed the occurrence of asymmetry between ebb and flood phase of tidal current.

In the case of spatial distribution of mean v-flow (Fig. 5), it featured no changes of direction near the surface. Therefore there was not any evidence of significant divergent or convergent area over the water column.
4.1.2 Tidal flow

Tidal flow in the KCh was mostly along the channel, dominated by semidiurnal signal. The across-channel distribution of the semidiurnal tidal current amplitudes is shown in Fig. 6. Highest amplitudes of about 160-170 cm/s occurred near surface in the mid channel. Generally, the semidiurnal signal decreased for the most with depth and followed the bathymetry, which reveals the dominants of frictional forces in agreement with (Parker 1991, Walters and Werner 1991, Friedrichs and Madsen 1992, Valle-Levinson and Lwiza 1995, Valle-Levinson and Lwiza 1997, Valle-Levinson and Atkinson 1999, Valle-Levinson, Wong et al. 2000, Cáceres, Valle-Levinson et al. 2003, Valle-Levinson, Reyes et al. 2003).

Tidal flow in the KCh also is slightly asymmetric such that velocity at maximum ebb was slightly larger than that at maximum flood at most places in agreement with (Blanton, Lin et al. 2002, Cáceres Valle-Levinson et al. 2003). The u-mean flow discussed in the former section also confirmed this asymmetry.

Looking more closely at the spatial distribution of M2, M4 and M6 (Fig. 6, 7 and 8), it can be seen that their lateral variations were larger than their vertical variation. The regions of high values of the M4 and M6 were almost extended over the water column in the mid channel. The large overtide amplitude might be a result of nonlinearities that were produced by increased frictional effects. In favor of this hypothesis, the greatest magnitudes of M6 in the mid channel confirm the influence of bottom frictional forces in agreement with those results of (Aubrey and Speer1985, Parker 1991).

This was also concluded by M2 contours which mostly followed the bathymetric contours. The large overtide amplitude which is mainly produced by the effect of frictional forces will generate an asymmetry between ebb and flood phase of tidal current and therefore lead to the observed mean flow over the period of observation.
Fig. 6: Across-channel tidal amplitude distributions for the M2 constituent

Fig. 7: Across-channel tidal amplitude distributions for the M4 constituent

Fig. 8: Across-channel tidal amplitude distributions for the M6 constituent
5. Conclusions

This study has shown the capability of a moving vessel ADCP surveys in acquiring the spatial and temporal distribution of mean and tidal current in a greatly risky region (KCh) for the moored observation, since this area is exposed to the high volume of ship traffic as well as extensive fishing activities. Across-channel tidal amplitude distributions for the M2 constituent along this transect exhibited typical amplitudes of 160-170 cm/s, decreasing toward coastal waters. Over the period of observation, the mean flow were ebb dominant in the deeper part of the channel and southern slopes and flood dominant over the shallower areas, with greatest magnitudes (10 cm/s) near the surface mainly in the deeper parts of the northern side of the channel resemble to theoretical results of (Li and O'Donnell 1997) and observation of mean flow in Chacao Channel (Cáceres, Valle-Levinson et al. 2003) and also the mean flow in North Inlet (Kjerfve and Proehl 1979). The mean flow confirmed the asymmetry between ebb and flood phase of tidal current in the KCh. The tidal current amplitudes decreased and for the most with depth and followed the bathymetry particularly in the mid channel, which reveals the dominants of frictional forces. The large override amplitude is as a consequence of nonlinearities that were produced by increased frictional effects that lead to the asymmetry between ebb and flood phase of tidal flow in the KCh.
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